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The generation of helicity-injected startup plasmas in National Spherical Torus eXperiment (NSTX),

including flux surface closure, is studied using resistive-magnetohydrodynamic simulations with

plasma flows, currents, ohmic heating and anisotropic thermal conduction. An injection-voltage pulse

shape is used that separates the injection and closure phases allowing elucidation of the physics. The

formation of an X-point near the helicity-injection gap is triggered as the injector voltage drops to

zero. Near the forming X-point, magnetic pressure due to toroidal field entrained in the E�B plasma

flow from the helicity-injection gap drops, allowing resistive magnetic reconnection even though the

total injected current is almost constant. Where appropriate, the simulations are compared with

Transient Coaxial Helicity Injection experiments in the NSTX spherical tokamak, which have

demonstrated the formation of a promising candidate for non-inductive startup plasmas [Raman et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 075005 (2003)]. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4821977]

I. INTRODUCTION

The initiation of a plasma discharge in tokamaks usually

utilizes a loop voltage induced by transformer action from a cen-

tral solenoid, reducing the magnetic flux available for sustaining

the plasma. This is a special problem in the spherical tokamak

(ST), which has an aspect ratio (major radius/minor radius) close

to unity, leaving minimal space for a solenoid. There is thus

considerable motivation to develop alternative, non-inductive

techniques to form a startup plasma with closed magnetic flux

surfaces and sufficient toroidal plasma current that long-pulse or

steady-state current drive can successfully build and sustain the

desired equilibrium, potentially eliminating the solenoid.

We present resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

simulations of magnetic field evolution and magnetic flux-

surface closure in startup plasmas resulting from helicity

injection in the National Spherical Torus eXperiment

(NSTX). The results are compared where possible with

experiments using Transient Coaxial Helicity Injection

(TCHI), which have generated a startup plasma1–3 followed

by current build-up using ohmic drive.4–6 Initially developed

for use in forming and sustaining spheromaks,7 Coaxial

Helicity Injection (CHI) has also been applied to the ST

experiments Helicity Injected Torus (HIT),8 HIT-II,9,10 and

Helicity Injected Spherical Torus (HIST).11 An electrical

discharge is generated along a bias poloidal magnetic field at

the plasma boundary. If the current is sufficiently large, the

bias field is stretched due to JxB forces, forming a poloidal

“bubble,” which fills most of the available volume; for

appropriate conditions, the bubble results in closed surfaces

containing significant toroidal plasma current.1

For a toroidal configuration such as the ST, the applica-

tion of an electrostatic voltage during CHI requires two

insulated cuts in the poloidal wall (see Fig. 1). In the ST

experiments, a voltage and bias poloidal flux are applied

across the lower (injector) gap. The toroidal flux injected at

this gap links the poloidal flux, resulting in a helicity injec-

tion rate into the torus of twice the product of the poloidal

flux across the gap and the voltage. (The factor of two arises

from the definition of magnetic helicity.12) The voltage at

the top gap extracts (absorbs) toroidal flux, generally at a dif-

ferent rate as discussed in Sec. II; from Faraday’s law, the

net toroidal flux injected into the torus equals the difference

in the voltage across the two gaps. This difference results in

a magnetic (toroidal field) pressure across the bias poloidal

flux, which, if large enough, overcomes the poloidal

magnetic-field tension and expands the poloidal “bubble.”

The expansion force can also be viewed as resulting from the

cross-product of the injected poloidal current (driven by the

injector voltage) and total toroidal field; a minimum injector

current is required for the forces to be sufficiently high that

the bubble “bursts” and expands.13

These simulations extend a zero-beta, resistive MHD

analysis14 of the HIT-II experiment using the NIMROD

code15 that confirmed and extended important features and

scalings of CHI13,16 in the high toroidal field used in toka-

maks. Here, the simulation physics is expanded to include a

spatially varying temperature from ohmic heating balanced

by thermal conduction and the effects of the time-varying

bias poloidal magnetic field used in the experiment.

The goal of this paper is to extend our understanding of

the physics rather than to simulate specific TCHI discharges

in NSTX. Simulations include use of applied injection volt-

age pulses, which differ from the experiment in order to elu-

cidate the physics of X-point formation and flux-surface

closure. Evolution of the plasma after this closure includes
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effects of the experimental bias poloidal-field evolution.

Magnetic flux-surfaces are found to close in the axisymmet-

ric approximation due to resistivity, with no symmetry-

breaking magnetic fluctuations required. The trigger for clo-

sure is the reduction in toroidal magnetic pressure near a

forming X-point as the applied voltage is dropped. Further,

detailed analysis of the plasma flows and currents during clo-

sure are examined elsewhere using a simpler, zero-beta

model of the plasma.17

Experiments have several differences from these simula-

tions. The measured electron temperatures during CHI-only

discharges (i.e., with no inductive drive) are lower than in

these simulations, and closed-flux volumes are greater in the

experiment. In the experiments, the injector current drops

more rapidly than in the simulations as the voltage is

dropped following injection, apparently due in part to these

lower temperatures and in part to a series resistor in the

power supply. Also, as discussed in Sec. II, the absorber

poloidal-field coil currents are set to zero in the simulations.

Understanding the consequences of these and other differen-

ces between the simulations and the experiment is the subject

of ongoing research.

Section II compares the simulation and experimental

geometries and discusses the boundary conditions. Section

III provides an overview of the simulated discharges and

describes the injection phase. Section IV focuses on the evo-

lution in the simulations following helicity injection, includ-

ing the flux-surface closure event and subsequent plasma

evolution, and Sec. V gives conclusions.

II. SIMULATION GEOMETRY, BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS, AND PLASMA PARAMETERS

A schematic of the NSTX is shown in Fig. 1. The

boundary in the simulation18 is similar to the experiment; it

surrounds the poloidal cross section and is perfectly conduct-

ing from the perspective of the plasma except in the insulat-

ing gaps. The poloidal magnetic field normal to the boundary

can be determined in two ways: from the external poloidal-

field coils alone or from a time-dependent, boundary-condi-

tion calculation that includes the coils and eddy currents in

the NSTX structure. The latter is generated using the applied

(vacuum) fields from an experimental discharge (142163 in

this paper) and is used unless indicated otherwise. The vac-

uum toroidal field is generated by a constant current along

the geometric axis.

The gap boundary conditions18 generalize those in the

HIT-II simulations.14 A voltage, Vinj, is applied across the in-

jector gap; the results presented here use a model of the

NSTX capacitor-bank power supply. The injector current,

Iinj, is determined by the plasma impedance load on the

power supply. It is measured by the change in toroidal mag-

netic field above the gap and feeds back to evolve the

charges and voltages in the capacitor bank. The vacuum to-

roidal flux carried in by plasma E�B flow at the injector is

extracted by the flow at the absorber on the top of the

machine, resulting in constant vacuum toroidal flux in the

vessel. This is consistent with the experiment; the change in

toroidal flux measured by diamagnetic loops and the change

in the simulations are similar in magnitude and small, �1%

of the vacuum flux. Net flux injection results from the

increase at the injector of the toroidal field above the vacuum

value; as this increase is much less than the vacuum field, the

voltages across the gaps differ only slightly in the simula-

tions. Following the injection phase, the currents decay and

the sign of the difference reverses as toroidal flux is lost.

The required outward flow at the absorber gap is at the

local E�B velocity. In the simulations, this generates cur-

rents that are absent or small in the experiment as there is lit-

tle or no plasma there. These currents have only a local

effect (including heating), but to minimize them the absorber

coils are not energized in these simulations and a low-

temperature layer is inserted in the top 5 computational cells.

In addition, a narrow, high resistivity boundary layer is

placed along the top and bottom plates to allow currents to

diffuse along them until reaching force-balance.

The calculations used Spitzer resistivity and a kinematic

viscosity of 50 m2/s to ensure numerical stability; this is on

the low end of the value ensuring stability, and previous

studies had shown only small quantitative changes with the

value. Thermal diffusivity along the magnetic field equals

the Spitzer-Braginskii electron parallel value (387 T5/2 m2/s),

and the cross-field diffusivity is spatially constant in each

simulation as no experimental estimates are available.

Typically, 0.5 to 3 m2/s is used, with the precise value result-

ing in only quantitative effects, e.g., broadening the tempera-

ture peak where the injected current flows in the plasma.

Density is held approximately constant by a large diffusion

coefficient in the continuity equation, which is expected to

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the NSTX machine components including the gaps

between the divertor plates, the lower divertor coils used for generating the

CHI injector flux, and the absorber poloidal-field coils. The injector gap

width in the simulations (4 cm) is the same as the experiment. In these simu-

lations, the central column boundary had a constant radius equal to the ex-

perimental value at top and bottom, and the absorber PF coils were not

energized. (b) The computational grid used in the simulations. (c) Expansion

of the grid showing the packing above the injection gap.
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have minor effects, primarily on energy conservation if com-

pressibility is low19 as found in CHI simulations of a sphero-

mak.20 A 45�90 poloidal grid (Fig. 1) with radial packing

above the injector gap was used. Lagrange elements of order

4 in the grid cells15 gave converged simulations, as found in

studies varying the order from 2 to 5.

III. SIMULATIONS OF HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURE
CHI DISCHARGES

Currents and injection voltage for two simulated dis-

charges are shown in Fig. 2. The simulation in Fig. 2(a)

(n1Q; hereafter hi-temp to characterize its features) was cho-

sen because it is a high-quality discharge in the sense that

the toroidal current remains high to the end of the simulation

at 14 ms. As will be seen below, by 14 ms, the toroidal cur-

rent flows fully within the closed flux surfaces. This simula-

tion had no impurities or radiated power, which together

with a low perpendicular thermal diffusion coefficient

yielded electron temperatures of about 140 eV at z¼ 0 with a

peak of 160 eV at higher z, greater than in the experiment

where the measured electron temperatures during in CHI-

only discharges (i.e., with no inductive drive from the trans-

former) are in the 20–30 eV range at z¼ 0.1

Figure 2(b) (n1M, hereafter low-temp) includes a generic

radiation model that increases monotonically with tempera-

ture resulting in the temperature in the current layer dropping

to a peak value of 50 eV and to �3 eV in the core plasma.

The peak temperature is still higher than measured in the

experiment, but the result suggests that impurity radiation

may be important for detailed comparisons with experiment.

Both the injector and toroidal currents drop more rapidly

than in hi-temp, reaching zero soon after 11 ms. The temper-

ature profiles are compared in Fig. 3; the high-temperature

peaks form in the channel at the surface of the expanded flux

(Fig. 4) where most of the injector current flows.

In both simulations, an X-point forms above the injector

gap< 100 ls after 9 ms when the applied voltage is dropped.

The “jogs” seen in the injector currents for both simulations

occur when the X-point forms. The low-temp simulation will

be used in the next section to identify the mechanism that

triggers this event.

The injection voltage is dropped more rapidly than in

the experiment to transition quickly (but smoothly) to the

non-injection state. In the simulation, the power supply is

effectively short-circuited after the extractor voltage reaches

zero, ensuring no voltage across the extractor gap. However,

the rate of injector current drop is much slower than in the

experiment, especially in hi-temp. This is due (at least in

part) to the higher temperature therein as can be seen by

comparing the injector-current decay rates in Fig. 2.

Selected poloidal flux surfaces from hi-temp are shown

in Fig. 4 along with photographs of visible light from an ex-

perimental discharge. Although these simulations did not

have injection parameters identical to those of the experi-

mental discharge, the plasma developed in a very similar

way. In experiments, large-volume, closed flux surfaces

were found in magnetic reconstructions1 soon after voltage

and current reduction. (As the Alfv�en time is much shorter

than other plasma times, the plasma is in an approximate

Grad-Shafranov equilibrium, albeit with currents on open

field lines until the injector current is reduced to zero.) The

radii of the largest surfaces in the experiment (1.5 m at the

FIG. 2. Discharge characteristics for

(a) hi-temp and (b) low-temp. Bottom

to top: Injection gap voltage, injection

current and toroidal current for simula-

tion hi-temp, which includes the toroi-

dal n¼ 0 and 1 modes. The power

supply used a large capacitor to give a

nearly flat voltage pulse and the cur-

rents are measured. Note the different

time scales.

FIG. 3. Temperature profiles at the midplane (Z¼ 0) for the hi-temp and

low-temp simulations at 9 ms.
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midplane vs. 1.3 m in simulations) extend closer to the outer

boundary (1.6 m) of NSTX with a smaller volume of external

open flux than in hi-temp. Improving agreement with the ex-

perimental results is the subject of on-going studies.

In the simulation, the toroidal current is strongly peaked

near the separatrix, resulting in an internal inductance of

about 0.2. The safety factor is large, even in the interior of

the plasma; for example, at 10 ms (Fig. 4), it is �50 at the

magnetic axis due to the low plasma currents there. The cur-

rent multiplication is also large, e.g., Itor/Iinj � 40 at 9 ms.

IV. X-POINT FORMATION AND FLUX CLOSURE

The poloidal-flux contours at the end of injection (9 ms)

for the two simulations are plotted in Fig. 5. Although low-
temp had a shorter injection time than hi-temp, the applied

voltage was higher, resulting in nearly identical toroidal flux

injections (�1.3 Wb) and similar expansions of the bias

poloidal flux. The injected current flows primarily in the

large-gradient layer of stretched poloidal flux, although the

low temperature in low-temp causes more magnetic diffusion

than in hi-temp.

X-points form above the injector slot in both simula-

tions. Symmetry-breaking, MHD oscillations play no role.

Both simulated plasmas are nearly axisymmetric and do not

exhibit the global, toroidal n¼ 1 mode observed in sphero-

maks21 and strongly driven STs.9 In these simulations, a

ribbon-like n¼ 1 mode often observed in the current layer

on the flux-bubble surface during injection simulations22 has

little effect on flux-surface closure, confirmed by comparing

axisymmetric simulations with ones including the mode. In

addition, flux-surface closure is observed in fully axisym-

metric simulations.5,6,17

Let us consider the X-point formation in the hi-temp
simulation first. As seen in Fig. 4, closed flux surfaces start

forming near the midplane during injection at about 7.5 ms

FIG. 4. Time-dependent poloidal-flux

surfaces of the injected plasma: simu-

lation hi-temp at (a) 7.0 ms, (b) 8.5 ms,

(c) 10.0 ms, and (d) 13.1 ms. The poloi-

dal surfaces in (a) and (b) are spaced at

2.1 mWb, in (c) and (d) at 1.1 mWb.

Photographs of experimental discharge

142163: (e) 7.0 ms and (f) 8.4 ms.

FIG. 5. Poloidal flux at 9.0 ms (a) hi-temp and (b) low-temp.
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when a region of nearly constant poloidal flux forms; the

amount of closed poloidal flux is �0.1 mWb, much less than

the total flux in the bubble, �30 mWb. This region grows in

time and a second, shallow region forms below it at about

9 ms, but no large-volume, closed surface forms during

injection. (The second region is not resolved in Fig. 5.) Both

the toroidal current (11 kA at 9 ms) and toroidal flux

enclosed in the surfaces remain small as long as the injection

voltage is applied and are inadequate for a startup plasma.

However, when the voltage across the injection gap drops

close to zero, a clearly defined closure event occurs at about

9.1 ms. The resulting closed volume in hi-temp has a X-point

near the bottom of NSTX and a separatrix outside the closed

volumes formed during injection.

The structure of the shallow closed-flux regions at 9 ms

in hi-temp complicates the interpretation of the mechanism

triggering the formation of the X-point near the bottom of

NSTX. However, in low-temp, there are no pre-existing

closed surfaces at 9 ms, and the closure-event still is trig-

gered by the applied voltage drop.

Field-line (“Poinc�are”) puncture plots in low-temp just

before and near the end of closure are shown in Figs. 6(a)

and 6(b). The injection voltage and E�B flow from the gap

has dropped to near zero at the closure time, greatly reducing

the plasma flow through the narrow neck as seen in Figs.

6(c) and 6(d). As quantified below, toroidal magnetic flux is

entrained in the flow, resulting in an axisymmetric magnetic

pressure, which drops as the injection voltage and flow drop.

When the flow drops sufficiently, the magnetic fields on the

sides of the channel reconnect resistively, triggering flux

closure.

The temperature in the neck region is about 15 eV in a

region 2.5 cm wide and less outside that region. The mag-

netic diffusion time is �Dx2=Dm, with Dm� 411Te
�3/2¼ 7

m2/s, so reconnection will occur in <100 ls, in agreement

with this simulation. (See Ref. 17 for a comparison of the

resistive scaling with the Sweet-Parker model.) Dissipation

during the closure increases the temperature inside the result-

ing closed flux volume by 5–10 eV.

It remains to quantify the magnetic pressure effect. A ra-

dial plot of magnetic fields and pressure from the simulation

in the vicinity of the “finger” of flux (Fig. 6) are shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. During slowly varying equilibria, magnetic

forces are approximately in equilibrium due to the low beta

and flow velocities. The poloidal component of pressure bal-

ance can be written as

rp
B2

2
�
�

Bp � rBp �
B2

u

r
r̂

�
¼ 0; (1)

FIG. 6. Poinc�are puncture plots (a)

before (9.006 ms) and (b) near the end

(9.060 ms) of the closure event in low-
temp. (c) and (d) Poloidal flow velocity

vectors corresponding to (a) and (b).

The vectors are plotted at the same

scale. The X-point (marked in (d))

forms at R¼ 0.6750 m, Z¼�1.2838 m.

The flow through the gap (at R¼ 0.6 m)

is proportional to the injection voltage,

which has dropped at 9.06 ms to 195 V,

30% of the 9.0 ms value.
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where the subscript p indicates the poloidal component.

To interpret the fields and pressure, consider an approxi-

mate solution to the radial component of Eq. (1). In the vicin-

ity of the finger where the poloidal field has a zero (see Fig.

7), the poloidal field lines are nearly straight (Bp � rBr � 0)

so that the poloidal contribution to the curvature can be

neglected relative to the toroidal contribution. Next, separate

Bu into the vacuum (Bu0 � 1 T) and driven (dBu) parts and

expand B2
u in Eq. (1). It is noted that because rBu0 is constant

the terms in B2
u0 cancel and do not contribute to the net force

balance. The radial component of Eq. (1) becomes

@

@r
ð2Bu0dBuþdB2

uþB2
RþB2

ZÞ��2
2Bu0dBuþdB2

u

r
: (2)

Integrating Eq. (2) with respect to r yields twice the mag-

netic pressure, dW

dW � 2B/0dB/ þ dB2
/ þ B2

R þ B2
Z

� �4

ð
B/0dB/ þ dB2

/=2

r
dr þ const: (3)

It needs to be emphasized that this approximation breaks

down where the poloidal curvature is not small. However, in

the present case with small curvature, the poloidal field is

almost vertical, which further reduces the contribution from

residual poloidal curvature: from Fig. 7, the jump (across the

flux finger, from right to left in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)) in B2
R

� 0.16 times the jump in B2
Z, so any poloidal-curvature

contribution is reduced by a similar magnitude.

Fig. 7(a) shows a radial cut of dBu slightly below the

X-point forming in Fig. 6. There are two parts to dBu: a

slowly varying, first part due to the bulk of the injector cur-

rent and a second part due to the fields generated by currents

near and in the finger. As most of the injected current flows

near the surface of the injected flux-bubble the first part

drops very nearly as 1/r inside the surface. Neglecting the

contribution from dB2
u the contribution to the integral in Eq.

(3) thus is approximately 2ðrBu0ÞðrdBuÞ=r2. This is the

slowly dropping field in Fig. 7(a). The contribution to the in-

tegral from the currents forming the finger is the product of

two small terms, DðdB/Þ � dB/ and Dr � r, and is small.

We thus anticipate that when the magnetic configuration is

in a near-equilibrium state, the magnetic pressure is nearly

constant in the finger region except for the slowly varying

term �2ðrB/0ÞðrdB/Þ=r2.

The fields at t¼ 9.006 ms (just before the X-point forma-

tion event) are shown in the region of interest in Figs.

7(b)–7(d). The null points in the radial and vertical fields

show where the poloidal field passes through zero in the cen-

ter of the flux finger; the toroidal field has a local maximum

in the finger where toroidal flux is carried by the flow from

the injector slot. Magnetic pressures are presented in Fig.

8(a) just before the reconnection (9.006 ms), and as in Eq.

(3) drops smoothly through the poloidal-field null before the

X-point forms. During the reconnection (9.060 ms, Fig. 8(b))

the perturbed pressure due to the toroidal field drops when

the flow from the slot drops (Fig. 6) and no longer cancels

out the poloidal-field variations. The field is not in pressure

equilibrium (j�B 6¼ 0); magnetic pressure adjacent to the

poloidal-field null exceeds pressure at the null, and the asso-

ciated Lorentz force density drives flow and field-lines into

the null from both sides. By 9.216 ms, the X-point has

formed. Fields vary smoothly with radius and the curvature

is not negligible due to the nearby X-point.

The plasma is axisymmetric so the closure occurs from

resistive effects and can be characterized as a Sweet-Parker

reconnection process. Details of the reconnection including

FIG. 7. Fields and energy at 9.006 ms

and z � �1.34 m. (a) and (b) dBu vs.

R, (c) Br , and (d) Bz; (b)–(d) span the

finger shown in Fig. 6. The small

“bump” in (a) and expanded in (b) is

due to the toroidal field carried by flow

into the finger.
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plasma flows and currents are presented elsewhere.17 An

elongated current sheet is shown to form along the flux-

finger (Fig. 6) with a width that scales as the square-root of

the magnetic diffusivity. The cross-field plasma flow into the

current sheet at the poloidal-field null is due to the pressure

imbalance when the injector voltage drops and occurs at the

local E�B (nearly radial) velocity.

In the simulations, the closure event is thus triggered by

the drop in the local magnetic pressure when the flow from

the injector falls, allowing the X-point to form. In low-temp,

the closed volume grows for a short time (�60 ls) but then

decays to the end of the simulation (11.3 ms) due to the low

temperature. In hi-temp, the larger volume (Fig. 4(c)) occurs

when the resulting separatrix surrounds the closed regions

formed during injection. It lasts beyond the end of the simu-

lation at 14 ms.

An additional simulation in Fig. 9 demonstrates that the

event is not triggered by the rate at which the injector voltage

drops. The voltage dropped significantly but slowly during

injection and the X-point formed at 8.5 ms before the voltage

was decreased to zero at 9.0 ms. The injector current is also

nearly constant at the time of closure; the closure is associated

with changes in currents associated with the flow near the nar-

row flux region (as in Fig. 6). At the time of closure, the voltage

was about 130 V, similar to the hi-temp and low-temp values.

Finally, simulations show that flux-surface closure is not

due to the time-varying boundary conditions or the ohmic

heating. In simulations with constant boundary poloidal flux

and no ohmic heating or temperature-dependent resistivity, a

closed volume of flux surfaces is triggered by the same

mechanism as above.17

V. EVOLUTION FOLLOWING FLUX-SURFACE
CLOSURE

The plasma evolution following the flux closure event is

examined using the hi-temp simulation with its relatively

large volume of flux surfaces. In Figure 10, the total toroidal

current is plotted along with the current inside the closed

volume. The latter is small (�20 kA) immediately following

closure but grows until equaling the total current, after which

it decays resistively. Also shown is the evolution of closed

current when the surface poloidal flux is held constant fol-

lowing the closure event. Note, however, that the flux-

closure event still occurs when the surface flux is held

constant.17

Following formation of the X-point in hi-temp, the

enclosed toroidal plasma current approaches the total current

at about 13.2 ms. This is the time at which the injector cur-

rent, Iinj, reaches zero, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a). Although

it is considerably later than in the experiment (11.6 ms), it is

in agreement with the experimental conclusion that Iinj¼ 0

with Itor 6¼ 0 demonstrates that the measured toroidal current

flows in closed surfaces.1

Because the surfaces are closed and the voltage across

the injector gap is zero, the increase in confined current

when the surface poloidal flux changes but not when it is

held constant shows the effect of a loop voltage induced by

the changing poloidal flux on the boundary. In the experi-

ment, a loop voltage measurement below and slightly outside

the injector gap shows �12 V due to the time-changing in-

jector coils; this and associated eddy currents are included in

the time-dependent, poloidal-flux boundary conditions on

the computational domain. Although the eddy currents

reduce the inductive voltage, examination of the rate of flux

change on the boundary shows that the induced voltage in

the hole of the toroidally closed surfaces during this time is

FIG. 8. dW at (a) t¼ 9.006 ms, (b)

t¼ 9.060 ms; z¼�1.34 m. The nega-

tive 0.05 mT bump of toroidal field

evident in Fig. 8(b) results from the

reduction in dBu as discussed in the

text.

FIG. 9. A simulation with closure before the injection voltage is decreased

to zero.
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sufficient to drive the change in current in the closed flux

region.

Analysis of the toroidal flux within the closed flux

reaches a similar conclusion to that for enclosed toroidal cur-

rent. Figure 11 shows the net toroidal flux in the simulation.

During the CHI phase of the experiment, the two gap vol-

tages differ only by the small amount needed to generate the

excess magnetic pressure within the flux bubble and the cor-

responding injected current. The net flux change, shown in

Fig. 10, is much less than the vacuum flux (� 2.53 Wb). This

toroidal flux, �4.0 mWb, is in approximate agreement with

the change measured in the experiment when the flux-bubble

nearly fills the volume.

The net toroidal flux confined in the closed flux surfaces

equals the total net flux when the injector current reaches

zero. As seen in Figs. 2 and 9, this current, driven by the

plasma inductance, drops to zero in 2–4 ms in these simula-

tions; the decay rate is determined by the plasma resistivity

and any resistance across the injector gap (zero in the simu-

lations presented here). Note that injector currents also flow

in the private-flux region below the X-point.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The simulations presented here demonstrate the buildup

of a plasma in the NSTX geometry by injection of toroidal

flux and helicity, identify the mechanism forming the X-point

above the injector slot following the end of injection, and fol-

low the subsequent evolution of the plasma. The model

includes ohmic heating and thermal conduction and the time-

varying, vacuum poloidal-field used in the experiment. Unless

impurity radiation is included, the temperature in the simula-

tions is considerably higher than measured in experimental

discharges. Future work will further explore the role of impur-

ities to determine the effects on closure and the subsequent

evolution of the plasma, allowing detailed comparison with

experiment. Initial simulations, however, show the same X-

point formation mechanism as described here.

Most of the simulations presented here used injection

pulses that were nearly square, providing a separation

between the injection and flux-closure phases of CHI in a

resistive MHD model of NSTX. This allowed the determina-

tion that the closure event following the end of injection is

due to changes in the magnetic pressure when the plasma

flow from the injector drops in the vicinity of the forming

X-point.

In the present hi-temp simulation, a large volume of

closed flux forms in a series of steps. First, areas of closed

flux form resistively inside the layer of injected current dur-

ing helicity injection. This occurs where the poloidal flux is

nearly flat, and the resulting toroidal current inside the closed

surfaces is small. It is unclear whether a similar effect occurs

in the experiment. Then, when the applied voltage and asso-

ciated plasma flow is dropped to zero after injection, an

X-point forms resistively; the resulting separatrix surrounds

the areas of closed flux. The enclosed toroidal current and

flux then grow due to the inductive effects of the changing

poloidal flux on the conducting, computational boundary

(due to external magnetic coils). High temperature provides

a relatively low-resistance path for the current, and following

injection, the decay of plasma current is slow enough that

the external induction can significantly increase the enclosed

current and flux. The use of the NSTX transformer to further

increase the current has not been simulated.

The value of the peak electron temperature in the low-
temp simulation is �50 eV. The resulting poloidal-flux con-

tours vary throughout the interior of the flux “bubble.” No

closed surfaces form during injection, presumably because

of this variation.

While the simulation hi-temp agrees with the experiment

at 13.5 ms, there are other major differences with the experi-

ment that this simulation does not capture the following:

(1) The biggest difference is that in the experiment, the in-

jector current goes to zero at 11.5 ms. At this time, there

is 154 kA of closed flux current that decays to 106 kA at

13.6 ms. The simulated injector current goes to zero at

13.6 ms. In the simulations, at 11.5 ms, there is only

50 kA of closed flux current. This increases to 118 kA at

13.5 ms. So, experimentally, the closed flux current

decays in time, at a rate consistent with a low tempera-

ture plasma, whereas the simulated closed flux current

increases in time.

(2) If the peak Te is reduced to 50 eV as in low-temp, which

is still much higher than the experimental value, then

FIG. 11. Toroidal flux. Shown are the total toroidal flux change within the

computational boundary for the hi-temp simulation and the net toroidal flux

(flux—vacuum flux) within the closed surfaces following the flux-closure

event.

FIG. 10. Evolution of toroidal plasma current following flux-surface closure

in hi-temp. The red circles show the current within the closed flux, and the

blue squares show the enclosed toroidal current when the boundary poloidal

flux is constant after the X-point formation.
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only small, short-lived closed flux surfaces form in the

simulation.

(3) In calculating the boundary flux, the currents in the upper

absorber coils are ignored in the simulation.

(4) Finally, the initial evolution of the discharge is quite dif-

ferent. Experimentally, the toroidal current grows to

330 kA at 8.43 ms. The current reaches full value in 2 ms

(dI/dt � 165 kA/ms). In the simulations, the growth rate

is slower, and it has a different shape and gets to 303 kA

at 9.04 ms—in 2.64 ms (dI/dt � 115 kA/ms).

Addressing these important differences is necessary for

using NIMROD results in a predictive mode.

As part of this effort, studies are on-going to benchmark

fully the model against experimental results. The demonstra-

tion of large-volume flux surfaces, although of smaller volume

than in the experiment, will be extended to include the sensitiv-

ity to parameters such as time-dependent injection voltage and

current, the power-supply impedance across the gap following

injection (which will affect the final closed flux and plasma

current), density effects when injecting into a near vacuum, the

gap widths, and low-Z impurities using an improved radiation

model. Simulations are planned to be extended to the NSTX

Upgrade5 and other tokamaks and to include the transition to

auxiliary current drive, e.g., by neutral beams.
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